HOW are
we
assessing?

ASK: Can we co-create the
rubric or list out evidence
together? (more focus on
students building
metacognition /reflection
and less focus on teacher
doing all the work)

Types of assessments:
teacher- or student-led /
formal-informal)

Rubrics
ALL
ASSESSMENTS
ARE NOT
CREATED
EQUAL

Use/reuse
criterion-
based
rubrics

e.g. a MCQ may be a fast way to assess
multiple learning outcomes but might
lack reliability and instead of measuring
learning, it may simply be measuring rote
memorization (and not depth of
knowledge on a concept). We also don't
know whether students guessed. We can
hack this into asking students to
mark/code the questions with what they
are secure about and not secure about
but high-stake decisions should not be
made using this single-point of data.

Choice based
on
pedagogical
rationale/edu
justification

High

Exit
tickets

Quizzes

Report
card
comments

Student
surveys

Teacher-led (external control)

Single
point
rubrics

SOLO
taxonomy

Co-design: start
with "meeting"
expectations,
then above and
below

Formal and teacher-led

Observing (early
years - running
records,
observation
notes, anecdotal
records)

Checklists
and learning
continuums

Exams

Using grading
in non-
controlling
ways is key.

WHEN are
we
assessing?

Self-grading
effect size is #1
for impacting
learning (Hattie,
2009)

WHERE
are we
assessing?

Performance
tasks: SHOW,
GRASPS,
RAFTS with
choices

Projects
One-on-
one
conferring

Peer-feedback
through
conversations
(Think-Pari-
Share style)

Allow
retake/redo?

Professional
judgment
(dialogue with
self / student /
colleagues)

Journals

Coaching
protocols, peer
feedback
protocols

Use of
Single point
rubrics

Culminating
projects

High

ASK: What might
be the tool that
provides the
evidence I am
looking for?

Is it fair
for all
learners?

stress?

Out of School

School

Anticipate
needs
(proactive
design)

Outside
(field trip,
outdoor)

In different
classroom
spaces

Self and/or
Peer-
assessment

WHAT are
we
assessing?

Integrate
metacognition

Can students
understand the
WHAT? (e.g. use
of "I can"
statements)

Show and unpack
exemplars,
samples, co-
construct rubrics /
evidence bank

WHY are we
assessing?
and SO
WHAT?

Is the
data
reliable?

To make
decisions

Nature of the
assessment?
What
does it
look like?

To respond to
needs and impact
learning!

To transform data
into knowledge

We observe learning
and provide timely
feedback 'on the fly',
making assessments
ubiquitous

Are we also
using
professional
judgment?

Reflections

Familiarity
with
platform/tool?

Equitable?

Understandings (conceptual /
enduring)

Process - Such as homework,
participation, behaviors that enable
learning.

To check
understanding

To communicate
about learning

ASK: What's the
point of assessing?
(impact?) Will it
serve student
learning? Will the
data help us
respond to needs?

Multiple means of
representation

To document
learning

WHO are we
assessing?
Who is
assessing?

Multiple means of
engagement

Our students

ASK: Are we measuring
learning in ways that ALL
learners can achieve? Are
we investing in
collaborating with students
and colleagues as we
assess?

Is it fair
(equity, not
equality).

Use UDL rather
than only
differentiate for
learners
'identified' with a
learning disability

e.g.: extra time,
different place,
different format
(not changing the
learning target)

Focus on what we
are measuring
and the many
ways this can be
shown.

Can all
students
show what
they know?

"Accommodations are
adaptations that provide
access to the general
curriculum but do not
fundamentally alter the
learning goal or grade level
standard" (Jung, 2017)

Examples

Depth of
Knowledge
(DOK)

Do we need
accommodations
or modifications?
(see Jung, 2017)

ASK: Can we assess
through feedback
conversations? Is the
feedback (up / forward)
allowing students to
experience autonomy
(agency with value)?

"Modifications are changes to
the curriculum and assessments
that do fundamentally alter the
learning goal or grade level
expectation." --> "The student’s
team determined this is the
appropriate change to be made,
and it is a comparably-rigorous
skill for the student who needs
support." (Jung, 2017)

Flexible (Portfolio-style)
Many low-
stakes
assessments

Curated
evidence
in portfolio

Paradigm of your
context?

Summative
judgment

Traditional Formative /
Summative
Formative >>
Checks for
understanding

ASK: Am I using types of
assessments (diagnostic,
formative, summative) OR
am I using the data I gather
from any assessment in
formative / summative
ways?

Involves
thinking
about
thinking?

Challenging?

Including the students
at the edges

How deep
do
students
think?

Different
modalities
and formats
for access.

Teachers

Use of professional
judgment (self-
dialogue, dialogue
with students and
dialogue with
colleagues)

Check for
Bias and
Blindspots

ASK: What am
I measuring?
What does it
look like when
achieved?

Cognitive Rigor

Through feedback

Letting students
choose how to show
what they know? (as
long as we still
measure what we
are supposed to)

Remediate /
Respond / Plan
future learning
experienceS1

Product - Performance achieved
against a standard/learning goal.
Progress - The learning gain of a
student against a
standard/learning goal.

ASK: How does the
location or mode of
assessing influence
assessment
experience and
result? How might
we remove barriers?

Do we have
sufficient
evidence?

Guskey
2018

Knowledge / facts

Multiple means of action &
expression

To provide
feedback for
optimizing
learning!

Do = Skills

Autonomy-
supportive
>> course
here

On-Screen

Home

Coaching

KUD

Removing barriers. Ensuring
access, by applying Universal
Design for Learning

access?

Optimal time

All the time!

ASK: Would
assessing earlier or
later serve student
learning? How might
we be flexible to
ensure learning is at
the centre?

More focus on the
student (asking
questions) than
on teacher 'telling'

Student-led
Conferences

Formal

Low

Supportive
environment?

One-on-one
conversation

Discussions,
debates

Self-
assessment

Exam room

Reliable? Does it
check out based
on what we know
about the
student's
learning?

Thinking
routines

KWL
chart

Self/peer-
assessment

Formal and student-led

Online

Specific time

ASK: Can student
set goals, self-
monitor and self-
assess (and self-
grade)?

Worksheets

Feedback

Portfolio

Marking / Grading

Mark = single
point. Grade
= Aggregate
of marks.

Past
papers

Teacher feedback
(question,
paraphrase, data-
driven feedback)

Informal and student-led

Not all
assessments
need to be
graded

Traditional
rubrics

Quizzes

Informal and teacher-led

Summative
>>
Performance
Tasks

e.g.: lower-level expectations for
student to be successful and
progress (if below grade-level)
--> we must note that the grade
is based on a modified
expectation, both on her report
card and on the permanent
record or transcript (e.g., Jung,
2017, Jung & Guskey, 2012).

Connects to
student
interest, goals,
aspirations or
values?

ASK: How might
we embrace UDL
so all learners can
achieve at high
levels?

